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  Victorian Writers and the Environment Laurence
W. Mazzeno,Ronald D. Morrison,2016-12-08 Applying
ecocritical theory to the work of Victorian
writers, this collection explores what a diversity
of ecocritical approaches can offer students and
scholars of Victorian literature, at the same time
that it critiques the general effectiveness of
ecocritical theory. Interdisciplinary in their
approach, the essays take up questions related to
the nonhuman, botany, landscape, evolutionary
science, and religion. The contributors cast a
wide net in terms of genre, analyzing novels,
poetry, periodical works, botanical literature,
life-writing, and essays. Focusing on a wide range
of canonical and noncanonical writers, including
Charles Dickens, the Brontes, John Ruskin,
Christina Rossetti, Jane Webb Loudon, Anna Sewell,
and Richard Jefferies, Victorian Writers and the
Environment demonstrates the ways in which
nineteenth-century authors engaged not only with
humans’ interaction with the environment during
the Victorian period, but also how some authors
anticipated more recent attitudes toward the
environment.
  Gender, Science, and Authority in Women’s Travel
Writing Michelle Medeiros,2019-04-15 This book
combines Latin American literature, cultural and
gender studies, and history of science to consider
the literary perspective of the discourse of
natural history in women’s travel narratives,
shedding a new light on the implications of
women’s contributions to nineteenth and twentieth-
century transatlantic intellectual currents.
  Fiction Writer's Workshop Josip
Novakovich,1995-02-15 Master the Elements of the
Writing Workshop The great paradox of the writing
life is that to be a good writer, you must be both
interested in the world around you and comfortable
working in solitude for hours on end. Fiction
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Writer's Workshop is designed to help you foster a
strong sense of independence–of being and thinking
on your own, of becoming self-evaluative without
being self-critical–in order to accomplish what
others seek in classroom groups. In this
comprehensive guide, award-winning writer and
teacher Josip Novakovich explores every aspect of
the art of fiction and provides all the tools and
techniques you'll need to develop day-to-day
discipline as well as a personal writing style,
such as: • More than 100 writing exercises,
including dozens that are new to this edition,
that challenge you to experiment with diverse
writing styles • Specific statements of purpose
for each exercise, to help guide you and instruct
you at every step of the creative process • Self-
critique questions to help you assess your work
and identify strengths and weaknesses before
moving on to the next lesson • The full text of
eight acclaimed short stories, with analysis and
exercises, to provide models for your own writing
and help reinforce the lessons you've learned The
practical, insightful methods offered in this
workshop will clarify your voice, broaden your
perspective, and strengthen your fiction.
  Einstein's Dreams Alan Lightman,2011-03-02
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A modern classic explores
the connections between science and art, the
process of creativity, and ultimately the
fragility of human existence. “A magical,
metaphysical realm ... Captivating, enchanting,
delightful.” —The New York Times Einstein’s Dreams
is a fictional collage of stories dreamed by
Albert Einstein in 1905, about time, relativity
and physics. As the defiant but sensitive young
genius is creating his theory of relativity, a new
conception of time, he imagines many possible
worlds. In one, time is circular, so that people
are fated to repeat triumphs and failures over and
over. In another, there is a place where time
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stands still, visited by lovers and parents
clinging to their children. In another, time is a
nightingale, sometimes trapped by a bell jar. Now
translated into thirty languages, Einstein’s
Dreams has inspired playwrights, dancers,
musicians, and painters all over the world. In
poetic vignettes, it explores the connections
between science and art, the process of
creativity, and ultimately the fragility of human
existence.
  Writing the Holocaust Jean-Marc Dreyfus,Daniel
Langton,2011-09-01 Writing the Holocaust provides
students and teachers with an accessibly written
overview of the key themes and major theoretical
developments which continue to inform the nature
of historical writing on the Holocaust. Holocaust
studies is at a paradox: while historians of the
Holocaust defend it as a legitimate and well-
defined area of research, they write against a
complex political and ideological background that
undermines any claim for it as a normative field
of historical study. Writing the Holocaust offers
a lucid enquiry into this complex field by
demonstrating the impact of current theories from
the humanities and social sciences upon the
treatment of Holocaust studies.
  Migration and Identity through Creative Writing
Alka Kumar,Anna Triandafyllidou,2023-11-04 This
open access book brings together storytelling and
self-narrative, creative writing and narrative
enquiry to explore a variety of topics in
migration from an experiential lens. The volume is
hybrid and multi-genre as it contains both
scholarly chapters grounded in academic
perspectives, as well as personal essays and
creative non-fiction. In addition to critical
reflections on key migration topics and concepts –
like, identity and diversity, integration and
agency, transnationalism and return – the
scholarly chapters also propose a particular
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methodology for ‘workshopping’ migration
narratives, and writing about (personal) lived
experiences through iterations of scientific
reflection, narrative enquiry, and creative
imagination. The book explores the potential of a
new conceptual paradigm and methodological process
to learn more, and also `differently,’ about the
migration experience. Finally, this volume asks a
bigger question too – how do we define the
boundaries of research; is it possible to entirely
separate the spatial, temporal and methodological
parameters in which projects are developed and
pursued; and how can the specifics of these
multiple contexts contribute to shaping the
knowledge being produced?
  Science Writing By Women Bernard
Lightman,2004-05-02
  Writing Queer Women of Color Monalesia
Earle,2019-08-16  Queer women of color have
historically been underrepresented or excluded
completely in fiction and comics. When present,
they are depicted as less than the white,
Eurocentric norm. Drawing on semiotics, queer
theory, and gender studies, this book addresses
the imbalanced representation of queer women of
color in graphic narratives and fiction and
explores ways of rewriting queer women of color
back into the frame. The author interrogates what
it means to be Other and how Othering can be more
creatively resisted.
  The Book Review Digest ,2006
  Everyday Writing Center Anne Ellen
Geller,Michele Eodice,Frankie Condon,Meg
Carroll,Elizabeth H. Boquet,2007-04-01 In a
landmark collaboration, five co-authors develop a
theme of ordinary disruptions (the everyday) as a
source of provocative learning moments that can
liberate both student writers and writing center
staff. At the same time, the authors parlay
Etienne Wenger’s concept of community of practice
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into an ethos of a dynamic, learner-centered
pedagogy that is especially well-suited to the
peculiar teaching situation of the writing center.
They push themselves and their field toward
deeper, more significant research, more self-
conscious teaching.
  Ecologies of Imperialism in Algeria Brock
Cutler,2023-10 Centered around a massive
ecological disaster in which eight hundred
thousand Algerians died between 1865 and 1872,
Ecologies of Imperialism in Algeria explores how
repeated performance of divisions across an
expansive ecosystem produced modern imperialism in
nineteenth-century Algeria.
  The Cambridge Companion to Comics Maaheen
Ahmed,2023-07-31 The Cambridge Companion to Comics
presents comics as a multifaceted prism,
generating productive and insightful dialogues
with the most salient issues concerning the
humanities at large. This volume provides readers
with the histories and theories necessary for
studying comics. It consists of three sections:
Forms maps the most significant comics forms,
including material formats and techniques.
Readings brings together a selection of tools to
equip readers with a critical understanding of
comics. Uses examines the roles accorded to comics
in museums, galleries, and education. Chapters
explore comics through several key aspects,
including drawing, serialities, adaptation,
transmedia storytelling, issues of stereotyping
and representation, and the lives of comics in
institutional and social settings. This volume
emphasizes the relationship between comics and
other media and modes of expression. It offers
close readings of vital works, covering more than
a century of comics production and extending
across visual, literary and cultural disciplines.
  Style and Ethics of Communication in Science and
Engineering Jay Humphrey,Jeffrey Holmes,2022-05-31
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Scientists and engineers seek to discover and
disseminate knowledge so that it can be used to
improve the human condition. Style and Ethics of
Communication in Science and Engineering serves as
a valuable aid in this pursuit—it can be used as a
textbook for undergraduate or graduate courses on
technical communication and ethics, a reference
book for senior design courses, or a handbook for
young investigators and beginning faculty members.
In addition to presenting methods for writing
clearly and concisely and improving oral
presentations, this compact book provides
practical guidelines for preparing theses,
dissertations, journal papers for publication, and
proposals for research funding. Issues of
authorship, peer review, plagiarism,
recordkeeping, and copyright are addressed in
detail, and case studies of research misconduct
are presented to highlight the need for proactive
attention to scientific integrity. Ample exercises
cause the reader to stop and think. Style and
Ethics of Communication in Science and Engineering
thus motivates the reader to develop an effective,
individual style of communication and a personal
commitment to integrity, each of which are
essential to success in the workplace. Table of
Contents: Motivation / Writing Well / Scientific
Publications / Proposals and Grant Applications /
Oral Communication / Authorship / Recordkeeping /
Ownership of Ideas, Data, and Publications
  Science Serialized Geoffrey Cantor,Sally
Shuttleworth,2004-03-12 Essays examining the ways
in which the Victorian periodical press presented
the scientific developments of the time to general
and specialized audiences. Nineteenth-century
Britain saw an explosion of periodical literature,
with the publication of over 100,000 different
magazines and newspapers for a growing market of
eager readers. The Victorian periodical press
became an important medium for the dissemination
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of scientific ideas. Every major scientific
advance in the nineteenth century was trumpeted
and analyzed in periodicals ranging from
intellectual quarterlies such as the Edinburgh
Review to popular weeklies like the Mirror of
Literature, from religious periodicals such as the
Evangelical Magazine to the atheistic Oracle of
Reason. Scientific articles appeared side by side
with the latest fiction or political reporting,
while articles on nonscientific topics and
serialized novels invoked scientific theories or
used analogies drawn from science.The essays
collected in Science Serialized examine the
variety of ways in which the nineteenth-century
periodical press represented science to both
general and specialized readerships. They explore
the role of scientific controversy in the press
and the cultural politics of publication. Subject
range from the presentation of botany in women's
magazines to the highly public dispute between
Darwin and Samuel Butler, and from discussions of
the mind-body problem to those of energy physics.
Contributors include leading scholars in the
fields of history of science and literature: Ann
B. Shteir, Jonathan Topham, Frank A. J. L. James,
Roger Smith, Graeme Gooday, Crosbie Smith, Ian
Higginson, Gillian Beer, Bernard Lightman, Helen
Small, Gowan Dawson, Jonathan Smith, James G.
Paradis, and Harriet Ritvo
  Barnet and Stubbs's Practical Guide to Writing
with Additional Readings Sylvan Barnet,Marcia
Stubbs,1986
  Autobiography and Natural Science in the Age of
Romanticism Bernhard Kuhn,2016-04-15 Set against
the backdrop of a rapidly fissuring disciplinary
landscape where poetry and science are
increasingly viewed as irreconcilable and
unrelated, Bernhard Kuhn's study uncovers a
previously ignored, fundamental connection between
autobiography and the natural sciences. Examining
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the autobiographies and scientific writings of
Rousseau, Goethe, and Thoreau as representative of
their ages, Kuhn challenges the now entrenched
thesis of the two cultures. Rather, these three
writers are exemplary in that their
autobiographical and scientific writings may be
read not as separate or even antithetical but as
mutually constitutive projects that challenge the
newly emerging boundaries between scientific and
humanistic thought during the Romantic period.
Reading each writer's life stories and nature
works side by side-as they were written-Kuhn
reveals the scientific character of
autobiographical writing while demonstrating the
autobiographical nature of natural science. He
considers all three writers in the context of
scientific developments in their own times as well
as ours, showing how each one marks a distinctive
stage in the growing estrangement of the arts and
sciences, from the self-assured epistemic unity of
Rousseau's time, to the splintering of disciplines
into competing ways of knowing under the pressures
of specialization and professionalization during
the late Romantic age of Thoreau. His book thus
traces an unfolding drama, in which these writers
and their contemporaries, each situated in an
intellectual landscape more fragmented than the
last, seek to keep together what modern culture is
determined to break apart.
  Women Writing Africa Fatima Sadiqi,2009
Culminating the acclaimed Women Writing Africa
project, The Northern Region covers 3,000 BCE to
today.
  The Cambridge Companion to Lesbian Literature
Jodie Medd,2015 The Cambridge Companion to Lesbian
Literature examines literary representations of
lesbian sexuality, identities, and communities,
from the medieval period to the present. In so
doing, it delivers insight into the variety of
traditions that have shaped the present landscape
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of lesbian literature.
  Unbelief in Interwar Literary Culture Suzanne
Hobson,2022-02 This volume offers a new account of
the relationship between literary and secularist
scenes of writing in interwar Britain. Organized
secularism has sometimes been seen as a phenomenon
that lived and died with the nineteenth century.
But associations such as the National Secular
Society and the Rationalist Press Association
survived into the twentieth and found new purpose
in the promotion and publishing of serious
literature. This book assembles a group of
literary figures whose work was recommended as
being of particular interest to the unbelieving
readership targeted by these organisations. Some,
including Vernon Lee, H.G. Wells, Naomi Mitchison,
and K.S. Bhat, were members or friends of the
R.P.A.; others, such as Mary Butts, were sceptical
but nonetheless registered its importance in their
work; a third group, including D.H. Lawrence and
George Moore, wrote in ways seen as sympathetic to
the Rationalist cause. All of these writers
produced fiction that was experimental in form
and, though few of them could be described as
modernist, they shared with modernist writers a
will to innovate. This book explores how
Rationalist ideas were adapted and transformed by
these experiments, focusing in particular on the
modifications required to accommodate the strong
mode of unbelief associated with British
secularism to the notional mode of belief usually
solicited by fiction. Whereas modernism is often
understood as the literature for a secular age,
Unbelief in Interwar Literary Culture looks
elsewhere to find a literature that draws more
directly on secularism for its aesthetics and its
ethics.
  Critical Thinking, Thoughtful Writing John
Chaffee,Christine McMahon,Barbara Stout,2005
Written by leading educators in interdisciplinary
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critical thinking, this popular rhetoric with
readings makes a direct link between learning to
write and read effectively and developing
critical- thinking skills. Each chapter focuses on
a particular critical-thinking skill, such as
problem solving or analyzing complex issues, which
is practiced and explored through Thinking-Writing
Activities and thematically linked readings.
Students further develop these skills through
carefully sequenced pedagogy that promotes writing
and a cross-disciplinary approach that asks them
to critically evaluate a variety of readings.
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